Advanced Mantel Test
➢ Objectives:
Illustrate Flexibility of Simple Mantel Test

Discuss the Need and Rationale for the Partial Mantel Test

Illustrate the use of the Partial Mantel Test

Summary
Mantel Test provides flexible approach for comparing two
(or more) distance matrices (dissimilarity / similarity)
This approach uses linear regression, with the inherent
benefits / limitations of this approach.

Flexibility in methods for establishing similarity (connectivity
rules) and significance testing allows for many applications.
A particularly attractive extension is use of spatial distances for
geographic analyses and correlation analyses.

Simple Mantel – Spatial Overlap

Question:
Are monk seal pollutant loads
related to their spatial use ?

Pattern: Some significant patterns by
island, but seal movements vary greatly

Simple Mantel – Spatial Overlap
Question: Are monk seal pollutant loads related to spatial overlap?
Matrix 1:
Euclidean distances from
50 POP concentrations
measures in seal’s blood
serum (by lipid weight)

Matrix 2:
Overlap defined as: 2h / (a + b),
where:
a is area used by Individual A,
b is area used by Individual B,

and h is shared area (Dice 1945)
Results:
Significant positive relationships between the spatial overlap of
seals’ home ranges and core areas (Dice’s index) and seals’ serum:
r = 0.145, p = 0.035 for core area
r = 0.242, p = 0.005 for home range

(Lopez et al. 2014)

Simple Mantel – Adjacency
Question:
Are dominance and territory supplanting related ?
(16 birds set up their hierarchy naturally, then color banded)

Model Matrix:

White-throated
Sparrows

• individuals are more aggressive towards birds distant from
them in the social hierarchy than towards those close in rank

Difference
in rank
between
the two
birds

Number of times
territory was
taken over by the
other bird

(Schnell et al. 1985)

Simple Mantel – Adjacency
Question:
Do pairs of birds that are farther apart in the
hierarchy have more antagonistic interactions ?
Results:
strong negative association of
supplanting frequencies with
rank difference indices
Standardized Mantel test index:
r = - 0.377

t = - 3.84 (P < 0.001)
(Schnell et al. 1985)

Simple Mantel – Adjacency
Question:
Is there structure in baboon troops ?

(linear arrangement - called progression)

Hypotheses:

Yellow Baboons

(1) Do members of a sex occur adjacent to one another,
more often than expected by chance?

(2) Overall, do individuals of a sex occur closer together in a
progression than would be expected on the basis of chance?
(Schnell et al. 1985)

Simple Mantel – Adjacency
Model Matrices:
- Females: both (0), other (1)
- Adjacency: next (0), not next (1)
- Closeness: # animals apart
Results:
Males

Females

Adjacency

No Pattern

Negative
(together)

Closeness

Positive
(spaced out)

No Pattern
(Schnell et al. 1985)
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Mantel Test for Spatial Analysis
➢ Motivation:
A central goal in ecology is to explain species distributions in
terms of constraining environmental / habitat variables.

But this goal is confounded by three fundamental constraints:
First: environmental variables are inter-correlated among
themselves, and so it may be difficult to ascribe causal
mechanism to a given variable, even if it can be shown to be
correlated with species distribution.
Second: environmental variables have a characteristic spatial
grain (autocorrelation), and so their influence is likely to be
expressed only at particular scales of analysis.
Third: species may also exhibit autocorrelated distributions.

Mantel Test for Spatial Analysis
➢ Rationale:
Conventional parametric approaches confounded by these
issues: autocorrelation violates assumptions of parametric
analysis; cross-correlations confuse statistical tests.
In conventional statistical analyses, the former problem is
addressed via multivariate methods that take advantage of
these underlying cross-correlations

Path analysis provides another approach: partitions patterns
among variables using partial regression / partial correlation

Partial Mantel
Remember: Mantel test uses linear regression, with the
inherent benefits / limitations of this approach.
Logical Mantel test extension toward multiple regression,
in which predictor variables entered into the analysis as
individual distance matrices (Smouse et al. 1986).

Partial Mantel
The partial regression Mantel test provides not only an
overall test for the relationships among distance matrices,
but also tests the contribution of each predictor variable for
its "pure partial" effect on the dependent variable.
r (Spp * Env)

r (Spp * Env | Sub)

r (Spp * Sub)

r (Spp * Sub | Env)

If geographic location is included as a predictor matrix,
the test returns the pure partials for "space itself" as well
as the partials for each of the predictor variables.

Presentation and Interpretation
Geographic Mantel test follows path analysis framework.
The underlying conceptual hypothesis is made explicit:
space "causes" environmental variation, environmental
variables may "cause" species distribution variation, and
there may be residual spatial variation in species that is
not accounted by the measured environmental variables.

These "pure spatial"
residuals are subject
to further study

Presentation and Interpretation
The correlations are
presented in tabular form,
showing the simple and
the partial mantel results.

Example: Representation
of a Mantel test for
environmental variables:
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Where the upper-diagonal elements are simple correlations
and the lower-diagonal elements are partial correlations.

Presentation and Interpretation
Example:
Mantel test for 1 species (Spp Y) and 5 environmental variables:
Arrows indicate
the sign (+ / -) and
the magnitude of
the mantel r

Correlations:
• Autocorrelation
• Env -> Spp

Presentation and Interpretation
• First Column: Raw (Environment * Species Y) Correlations
• Second Column: Spatial autocorrelation of environmental variables
• Third Column: Partials (Environment * Species Y) Correlations
(controlling for spatial autocorrelation).
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Mantel Test for Spatial Analysis – Example 1

Behavioral plasticity includes both individual learning and
social learning of innovations (‘‘culture’’). Does culture depend
on genetics and environmental conditions?
(BE, behavioral ecology; SO, social organization; PC, putative
culture; ENV, information on local dynamics in vegetation and
climate from remotely sensed spatially interpolated sources).
Two Particular markers: ‘‘HVR-I’’, ‘‘mtDNA.’’
(Krutzen et al. 2011)

Mantel Test for Spatial Analysis – Example 1
Uniquely Genetic and
Environmental
Contributions to
Behavioral Variation
among Orangutans
- Spatial Structure
-

Simple and partial
Mantel Tests

(Krutzen et al. 2011)

Mantel Test for Spatial Analysis – Example 1
Each dot
represents
pairwise site
difference.
Blue dots:
within
islands
Red dots:
between
islands.
Residual plots of genetic and ecological dissimilarity as
a function of dissimilarities in behavioral ecology, social
organization and putative culture for 2 genetic markers.

(Krutzen
et al. 2011)

Mantel Test for Spatial Analysis – Example 2

(Doniol-Valcroze, et al. 2007)

Mantel Test for Spatial Analysis – Example 2
Whale sightings:
4 rorqual species

Survey effort:
(1996 – 2000)
Polygon: 95% effort
(Doniol-Valcroze, et al. 2007)

Mantel Test for Spatial Analysis – Example 2

Comparison of whale
distributions vs. random
point distributions

(Doniol-Valcroze, et al. 2007)

Mantel Test for Spatial Analysis – Example 2
Used Mantel tests to
assess correlation of
whale sightings and
fronts, while taking into
account the spatial
autocorrelation of all
of these variables.
Autocorrelation

➢ Result: Fronts are autocorrelated; Whales are autocorrelated.

Partial Mantel tests (whale / fronts) weaker than simple.

Mantel Test for Spatial Analysis – Example 3

(Schick & Urban, 2000)

Mantel Test for Spatial Analysis – Example 3
Survey flight lines, rig location,
and pod locations – 1993:
Rig location shown by red circle,
and pods by black circles.
(Schick & Urban, 2000)

Performed randomization
test (no autocorrelation)
comparing whale sightings
versus random points (n=56)
Different distance thresholds

Mantel Test for Spatial Analysis – Example 3

r (Whale * Env)

Autocorrelation
Partials
(space influence) (no space)

Pure Partials
(none other)

(Schick & Urban, 2000)

Thresholds – Like Mantel Correlogram
The first distance matrix "turned on" for all pairs of points
within the first distance class; second matrix is scored for all
pairs of points within second distance interval, and so on.
Correlation as a function of spatial threshold:

< 30 km
< 40 km
< 50 km

Mantel Test for Spatial Analysis – Example 3
➢ Results:
All environmental
variables significantly
autocorrelated;
but not the whales
Threshold distance
matters (p < 0.0002)

Autocorrelation

Pure Partials
(none other)

Ln (distance) to rig
marginally significant
(p = 0.097)
(Schick & Urban, 2000)

Mantel Test for Spatial Analysis – Example 4

Aerial surveys of bluefin tuna
Remotely-sensed SST fronts
(Schick et al., 2004)

Mantel Test for Spatial Analysis – Example 4
➢ GLM analysis of tuna presence:
- Closer to front
- More predictable
fronts (2 weeks)
- Warmer water

-

Distance to Front
and SST interaction

(Schick et al., 2004)

Mantel Test for Spatial Analysis – Example 4
➢ Mantel analysis
of tuna presence
- after removing
spatial patterns:

(Schick et al., 2004)

Mantel Test for Spatial Analysis – Example 4
➢ Results:
Mean SST at bluefin schools was 18.1 deg. C (± 2.8). Schools were
at a mean distance of 19.7 km (± 19.6) from SST fronts, and in
water with average frontal density of 28.2 m km2 (± 35.7).
A binomial GLM fit to these variables indicated that bluefin are
seen closer to fronts than locations in which no tuna were seen.
Mantel tests revealed that spatial relationship between bluefin
tuna and SST fronts was inconsistent.
Substantial spatial structure in the bluefin school locations with no
significant correlation with any measured environmental features.
(Schick et al., 2004)

Summary
Mantel Test provides flexible approach for comparing two (or
more) distance matrices (dissimilarity / similarity).
Main benefits:
• Mantel tests allow the partitioning of effects and the removal
of the influence of other driver variables.
• Use of spatial distances for geographic analyses, allowing
removal of spatial autocorrelation.
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